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No. 36 1991 

Regional differences in extracellular choline dependency 

of acetylcholine synthesis in the rat brain* 

Takeshi Suzma, Yuko KASHIMA, Kazuko FUJIMOTO, Hisayo OoHATA 

and Koichiro KAWASHIMA 

鈴木岳之，鹿島裕子，藤本和子，大畑尚代，川島紘一郎，

Acetylcholine (ACh) synthesis under conditions of restricted extracellular choline 

uptake was investigated in order to clari命出eprocurement of choline for ACh synthesis 

using. slices of several regions of the rat brain. Extracellular choline”independent ACh 

synthesis was observed in the hippocampus，仕ontalco口exand caudate putamen, which 

contain cholinergic nerve terminals, whereas little or no synthesis was observed in the 

medial sept凹nor basal nucleus of Meynert, which contain cholinergic cell bodies. These 

results indicate that cholinergic nerve terminals, but not the cell bodies, may be able to 

synthesize choline for ACh biosynthesis. Extracellular choline-dependent ACh synthesis 

was observed in all regions examined. In the presence of 10 μM choline, the highest 

content of newly synthesized ACh and the proportionate increase in ACh compared 

with the unreleasable fraction (basal level) were observed in the caudate putamen. In 

the frontal cortex, although the level of synthesized ACh was low, the proportionate 

increase in ACh was high. In contrast, in the medial septum and basal nucleus of Me抑1ert,

high levels of ACh with a low proportionate increase compared with basal levels were 

observed. In the presence of hemicholinium-3, extracellular choline was also taken up for 

ACh synthesis in all regions examined, the level being especially high in the frontal cortex 

and medial sept山n. The present results indicate that出emanner of choline procurement 

for ACh synthesis is heterogeneous among the various regions of the rat brain. 

＊ 本報告はNeuroscienceResearch, 11 71-76 (1991）に発表
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